• Is a gentler way of bringing the Solar Logos energy into you
• Makes you aware of your and the Universe’s multi-dimensionality
• Allows the Christ Light to radiate deep down into the darkest places of your psyche to find qualities that may have been lost, buried or hidden
• By absorbing every colour into your body, heart and mind, it brings you deep understanding, healing and love from the Sources
• Makes you aware of your potential and to realise that anything is possible and that you can do anything
• Allows you to expand to feel yourself as a being of Light, connected to the Divine
• Is nurturing of your auric field and soul evolution
• Helps you to remember and to embody the glory, beauty, love and the limitless potential that is your Soul’s essence
• Creates a feeling of support, protection and being nurtured
• Assists you to manifest the new way upon the earth - that of cooperation, love, respect, appreciation, peace and harmony

The Rainbow Essence is the fourth of the Divine Presence Essence. It was created on the 11th of May 2017 in Glastonbury UK. Like the other three Essences in this range, there was a tremendous presence of spiritual beings, including Isis and Melchizedek and also Metatron, helping to birth this Essence. The rainbow has always held a special fascination and attraction for people. The mythology associated with the rainbow has always been that of abundance, bringing great good-fortune and upliftment. It has been seen as a bridge from Heaven to Earth. There is great mystery associated with rainbows; you never know when or where they are going to appear or disappear and what happens where their light touches the Earth. When there are the right environmental conditions, sun, rain and refracted light, we might see a rainbow. The rainbow however just highlights and makes visible a small component of the Grid of Light that entirely surrounds our Earth. Rainbows – or actually this Grid of Light – is always there, it goes right around and through the earth. It’s just that it becomes visible to you to with certain coinciding environmental conditions, but it’s always there. The Grid of Light is an orb of oneness around the Earth.

The rainbow symbolises our multi-dimensional being and represents the multiplicity of Ascended, Archangelic and Angelic beings holding our planet, the Earth, in this vast multi-coloured, multi-dimensional embrace, in a cradle of colour of rainbow healing lights. The rainbow is a physical manifestation of the embrace of the Divine, sending light into every soul that is open to receiving it. Taking the Solar Logos Essence can be a very powerful and challenging experience. The Rainbow Essence can disperse that intensity and allow a gentler bringing in of the Solar Logos energy into the individual. The Rainbow Essence can be taken either prior to, or after the Solar Logos Essence.

Much Love, Light and Respect, Ian
The golden rays of the Solar Logos, streaming out from the Centre of the Universe, are too powerful to be received directly by the Earth and we humans on it. A great multitude of spiritual beings from the higher dimension have created a crystalline pathway of multi-coloured concentric circles of Light around our planet - our Light Grid. This Grid, mostly invisible to us, except sometimes in part as a rainbow, converts these golden rays to the White light of Christ consciousness, a form we can safely absorb and assimilate. Our Grid, which protects and enhances the Earth and all earthly creatures, splits the white light into the multi-coloured rays of the rainbow. The Rainbow Essence allows us to gently take in what ray or rays of colour we are needing to be healed, restored, empowered and nourished at a soul level.

As well as there being the visible arch of the rainbow, appearing as half of a whole circle, there is also the underside of the rainbow, which goes right underneath and lights up all the dark places. The Rainbow Essence gently allows the Light in, supporting people in those places of darkness, giving protection, nurturing and helping them to see the wholeness and the oneness of all things.

The Rainbow Essence brings the understanding of the oneness that unites all beings working together to manifest the divine plan upon the Earth at this time. Though one may aspire to attain a state of love and peace, it requires a great deal of spiritual, emotional and mental understanding to do so. This Essence, by creating a oneness of light inside the human heart, brings forward this understanding of the power of love and of peace.

The Rainbow Essence creates within one a quantum of inner power to enlighten the mind, to lift up the soul and enable the heart to receive the presence of the Divine. This presence, embodying in each one, brings to Earth the realization of harmony, peace, love of oneness and the connection to the great rainbow of humanity, living together and manifesting a new world upon this Earth. This remedy works within the bodies, hearts and minds of all those drawn to transformation change and emergence into this new time.

This essence is also a manifesting one, showing the incredible variety of possibility. Even though there is so much of the rainbow that is invisible to the human eye, yet the rainbow that’s visible invokes within you the enormous potential of the Universe, of the multidimensionality of creation and also of each individual. It really is a symbol of creativity, of potential, of opening up to the realisation that anything is possible. Here’s the substance of life, the great palette of colour and possibilities - what would you paint?

**Preparation:** This Essence is available in Stock strength. To prepare a dose bottle add 7 drops to a bottle up to 15ml containing 1/3 brandy and 2/3 purified water.

**Dosage:** 7 drops of the dose bottle are taken under the tongue on rising and retiring, usually for at least 2 weeks. We recommend taking the Essence on its own, not mixing it with other Essences.
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